Detailed analysis of
public feedback

In May we heard from 10,000 people across a range
of channels:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phone survey (750 people)
GWRC research panel survey (631 people)*
WCC research panel survey (643 people)*
Street survey (1000 people)
LGWM website survey (2503 people)*
LGWM website image poll (23,913 responses)*

In each of the surveys, people answered a range of
questions and made a number of comments that
covered a wide range of topics.
To understand what people told us, we focussed on
the comments we received in the online surveys
(highlighted with an asterisk above).

In particular, we wanted to find out what people were
saying about the following topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Congestion
Public Transport
Cycling
Pedestrians
Parking
The Basin Reserve

The following pages summarise what people said
about each of these topics.

Insights:

% of comments that mentioned our focus topics

In total, we looked at 26,775 comments from 7,922
people.

7% 3%

We read all of the comments from the GWRC, WCC,
and LGWM website surveys (14,473 comments).

14%

We sampled (approximately 50%) of the comments
received from the online image survey (12,302
comments).

17%

30%

30%

Congestion (30%)
Public transport (30%)
Cycling (17%)
Pedestrians (14%)
Parking (7%)
The Basin Reserve (3%)
Congestion and Public Transport
were the most mentioned topics in
the comments from the GWRC,
WCC, and LGWM surveys.

Congestion comments

Find a way to the airport that
doesn't include driving in the
city on narrow streets.

The traffic is my biggest frustration,
trying to get across town is time
consuming and during rush hour
takes twice as long.
6%

1%

1%

Vast numbers of single
driver vehicles clogging up
the streets during peak
hours - need incentives and
disincentives to change
unhelpful behaviours.

22%
45%

Wellington has a traffic congestion problem (45%)
Wellington does not have a congestion problem (2%)
Some traffic congestion is inevitable (2%)
Roadworks cause congestion (1%)
We need more roads/road space for cars (5%)
We need less cars in the CBD (16%)
Need to incentivise less car usage (22%)
Public Transport causes congestion (1%)
Better access to airport and hospital (6%)
Cycling/cyclists cause congestion (1%)

16%
2%
2%

Limit (or ban) cars in the
central city streets, except
for taxis and for those with
disabilities.

5%
1%

Insights:
5% of congestion comments
specifically mention building more
roads (or more space for cars).
4% of all congestion comments think
that Wellington does not have a
congestion problem or that
congestion is inevitable.

62% of people agreed with the
statement “Some congestion is a
fact of life” in the online image poll
(2534 responses)
48% of people agreed with the
statement “People in cars need
priority on some roads” in the
online image poll (1297 responses)

Easy to get around, except at
peak hours in CBD but what
large metro area anywhere in
the world is?

38%
of the comments
mention either reducing
the number of cars or
usage of cars

Public transport comments
Get the public transport out to
the airport sorted, and get a
decent road network around
the basin reserve. Current
arrangement is unsustainable.

2%
2%

As much as our bus service is
well developed, we could do
SO much better with
developing public transport.
1%
1% 5%
1%
2% 4%

4%

Long waits for buses from
Wadestown to Wellington
to then find long lines of
nose-to-tail buses going
across CBD

29%

8%

2%

13%
5%

3%

Public transport is expensive.
More than driving. More than
most large cities.

18%

We already have a good PT system (5%)
We need more PT focus (29%)
We need more routes, more modes, more frequent (18%)
We need more bus lanes (3%)
Our PT system needs to be more reliable (5%)
PT needs to be more affordable (13%)
We need tertiary student fares (2%)
The PT system needs to be more efficient (8%)
We need more sustainable PT (4%)
We need better connections between modes (2%)
We need unified ticketing (2%)
We need better suburban and regional access (2%)
We need better PT access to the airport (4%)
We need better PT access to the hospital (1%)
Our PT drivers are disrespectful (1%)
We need less PT focus (1%)
We need more accessible PT (<1%)

It’s gridlock at peak hours
and a lack of frequent
buses and trains.

Insights:
50% of all public transport
comments related to more of it:
more focus, more routes, more
lanes, more modes, more frequent.
15% of all public transport
comments relate to more
affordable fares.

Greatest value: across all surveys,
people considered “An efficient
and affordable public transport
system” of most value to
Wellington behind only the
natural environment and parks/
open spaces.

5%
of the comments
relate to improving
reliability

Cycling comments
Get on with making the place
better for everyone rather than
wasting as much time as we do
entertaining squeaky wheel
minority interest groups such
as cyclists.
6%
1%
2%
2%
2%

Too many cyclists not
following the road rules and
getting in the way of cars
and pedestrians.

Keep up the cycle
infrastructure improvements
and encourage people getting
back into biking to do skills
refresher training.

2%
3%

7%

2%

54%
19%

Our cycling infrastructure is good already (3%)
More cycling infrastructure/focus/promotion (54%)
We need improved safety for cyclists (19%)
Drivers don’t respect cyclists (2%)
Cyclists don't respect pedestrians & other road users (7%)
Cyclists on footpaths/shared areas (2%)
Cyclists ignoring road rules (2%)
Cyclists holding up traffic (2%)
Cycle lanes using road space (1%)
Too much focus on cycling minority (6%)
I hate the Island Bay cycleway (2%)

I'd like to feel safe and
confident enough to cycle
to work and around town.

Insights:
19% of all cycling comments
specifically mentioned making it
safer for people on bicycles.

10% of respondents to the web
survey (2503 responses) said they
ride a bicycle daily.

13% of all cycling comments (59% of
the negative comments) complained
about the behaviour of people on
bicycles.

Greater value: respondents to the
web survey rated “Plenty of
options for cycling safely around
town” as being more important
than “Being able to get around
and through the city quickly and
easily by car”

75%
of the comments
support more
improvements for
people on bikes

Pedestrian comments
Pedestrians believe they are
immune to traffic lights and
constantly expect that
motorists must always allow
for their lack of personal
safety and personal care.

I have to take my granddaughter to school as she
has a tricky road to cross.

6%

It is a very compact city which
is generally easy to get around
by bike and walking.

3% 2%

2%
4%
4%

Would like there to be
more overhead walkways
to speed up both walking
and driving!

44%
12%

Wellington is easy to walk around (44%)
We need better facilities for pedestrians (24%)
More pedestrian-only areas (12%)
It's not safe for pedestrians in Wellington (4%)
Cyclists endangering pedestrians (4%)
Cars endangering pedestrians (2%)
Pedestrians ignoring crossings/road rules (6%)
I have to wait too long to cross (3%)
More promotion of active transport modes (2%)

24%

Absolutely lousy so-called
shelters! What's with this
more roads for cars, no
shelters for pedestrians
mindset?

Insights:
36% of all pedestrian comments
refer to wanting better and more
pedestrian areas.

3% of pedestrian comments
specifically relate to having to wait
too long to cross roads.

10% of all pedestrian comments
specifically mention a lack of safety
for pedestrians.

68% of people agreed with the
statement “Our city should be
more pedestrian friendly” in the
online image poll (2585
responses)

44%
of the comments
mention Wellington is
already an easy place
to walk around

Parking comments

Remove more on-street car
parking to create space for
an integrated network of
proper cycling facilities and
more bus priority measures.

Parking and walking is ok

2%
8%

Extortionate parking costs.
Little incentive to come in
from Porirua on a regular
basis.

We need more parking (63%)
We need cheaper parking (27%)
We need less parking (8%)
Parking is good as it is (2%)

27%

63%

A lack of parking for more
than 2 hours other than
parking buildings. Why don't
they put some 3 hour car
parks near the cinemas?

Insights:
90% of all pedestrian comments
refer to needing more and/or
cheaper parking.
27% of the comments specifically
relate to current parking costs being
too high.

4th in the UMR phone survey,
respondents ranked “making car
parking cheaper and more
convenient” the fourth highest
transport priority for Wellington,
behind better public transport,
better for pedestrians, and better
connections to the airport.

8%
of the comments
accept or see benefits
in removing some car
parking

The Basin Reserve comments

Tell the Basin Reserve NIMBYs
that their half a dozen days of
cricket could be enjoyed on
any ground in Wellington.

Sort out the problems with
cross town traffic, especially
around the Basin!

1%
5% 1% 3%

Build a tunnel under the
Basin to ease congestion
(accept that this will be
expensive).

3%

Preserve the the Basin Reserve (3%)
Congestion around the Basin Reserve is a problem (69%)
We need the flyover (18%)
We need to build a tunnel under the Basin Reserve (3%)
We need to scrap the Basin Reserve completely (5%)
We need to move the Basin Reserve (1%)
The Basin Reserve is a valuable tourist attraction (1%)

18%

Sort out the traffic, pull
your socks up and do
the basin fly over!

69%

Insights:
69% of Basin Reserve comments
relate to congestion around the
Basin Reserve, with 18% suggesting
the flyover as the solution.
6% of Basin Reserve comments
suggested scrapping or moving the
Basin Reserve.

A tunnel: 3% of Basin Reserve
comments specifically suggest a
tunnel as the solution.
Not biggest problem: In UMR’s phone
survey, only 7% of respondents
considered the Basin Reserve to be
the worst location in terms of traffic
congestion (Urban Motorway/Aotea
Quay was rated worst by 37% of
respondents).

3%

of the comments from
the surveys mention
the Basin Reserve

